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The term "Parliamentary Papers" is used in two very different senses.
The more comprehensive includes all material emanating from both houses of
the legislature, and these may be divided into three broad groups:
1. Journals, Votes and Proceedings, Debates; all of which have the
function of recording what is said or done in Parliament.
2. Bills, Reports and Papers; the documents that are the working papers
of Parliament and that embody the results of its labors.
3. Acts of Parliament; these include Public and General Acts, Local and
Private Acts, and Measures passed by the National Assembly of the
Church of England.
The documents that constitute the second of these groups are often known
as Parliamentary Papers. However, they may be more correctly described
as Sessional Papers, and the consistent use of this designation would help
to avoid confusion between this group and the full range of Parliamentary
material described above. Proper consideration of the Acts of Parliament
requires the description of a wide range of non-Parliamentary publications,
including Statutory Instruments and Law Reports. This paper will therefore
be confined to a survey of the first two groups. Before discussing them
in detail, it will be best to examine briefly the nature of Parliament and
its procedure.
Parliament is composed of the Sovereign; the House of Lords, which
at present has just under one thousand members, most of whom are hereditary
peers; and the House of Commons, with 630 elected members. The part of
the Queen in the affairs of Parliament is almost entirely formal. She
appoints the Prime Minister, though the decision is usually indicated by
the results of an election or by the state of the political parties in the
House of Commons. She must give her approval to all ministerial appoint-
ments. Parliament is summoned and prorogued in her name, and she opens
each session of Parliament, though her speech outlining the Government's
program for the session is normally drafted by the Prime Minister. The
royal assent must be given to all bills passed by Parliament before they
can become law.
2Membership in the House of Lords has until recently been almost entirely
restricted to hereditary peers of England or of the United Kingdom. Scottish
peers until 1963 did not have a right to a seat, and for each Parliament they
elected sixteen of their members to represent them. The Peerage Act of 1963,
however, gave all Scottish peers the right to sit and vote in the House of
Lords. The House of Lords is the final Court of Appeal, and to enable it to
carry out this function nine Lords of Appeal are appointed, these being life
peerages. The two Archbishops and twenty-four senior bishops of the Church
of England are also entitled to seats. Despite the hereditary principle,
it must not be supposed that the House is composed of descendants of the
medieval barons. Many ancient peerages have died out, while the creation of
new peerages as a reward for services has been a continuous event, almost
every year seeing some new additions. However, an important change took place
in 1958 when an act was passed which introduced for the first time the general
principle of a non-hereditary peerage and also permitted this honor to be
given to women.1 The effect of this law on the composition of the House is
already profound. Not only is the number of life peers significant, there
being already some two hundred, but such appointees may normally be expected
to take an active part in the proceedings of the House.
The House of Commons consists of 630 members elected by the adult popu-
lation of the United Kingdom. Parliament has been in existence for seven
centuries, but it is only in the last hundred years that the House of Commons
has come to be a truly representative assembly. Before 1832 the very high
property qualifications and unequal size of constituencies resulted in no
more than five per cent of the people being represented. A series of reforms
in the nineteenth century brought gradual amelioration, but it was not until
women were first given the vote in 1918 that more than half of the population
had a voice in the selection of their government. In recent years permanent
Boundary Commissions have been established to survey the size of constituencies
and redistribute seats where necessary.
Over the centuries since Simon de Montfort called his first assembly in
1265, the real authority in British government has come to rest with the House
of Commons, which alone has the power to impose taxes and sanction expenditure.
The Cabinet, chosen and headed by the Prime Minister, is the executive committee
of the majority party in the House. It usually consists of some twenty members,
and they are the administrative heads of the chief government departments. The
Cabinet may include some peers, but it is always composed mainly of commoners
and it has become a firm tradition that the Prime Minister should not be a peer.
As its name implies, the main activity of Parliament is debate. The practical
work of legislation is carried out by a constant exchange between the two Houses,
each taking great care to avoid infringing the privilege of the other.
The House of Commons is a rectangular hall, in which the government party
sits on one side, to the Speaker's right, and the opposition occupies the
benches on the other side. Cabinet members sit on the front bench of the
government side, the leading members of the opposition party facing them in a
similar position. These are the only reserved seats, though a small section
of the opposition benches is by custom left for the smaller minority parties.
The House was destroyed by bombs in 1941, but has been rebuilt on the same
plan with the addition of modern air-conditioning and amplification systems.
It seats only 437 members, has no desks and functions strictly as a debating
3hall, its small size helping to maintain an intimate atmosphere. Some of the
reasons for this limitation were eloquently expounded in a speech by the late
Sir Winston Churchill when the proposal to rebuild was discussed.2
The Prime Minister may be leader of the government, but the highest
authority in the House itself is that of the Speaker, whose election is always
the first business of a new Parliament. His task is to preside impartially
over the debates and to represent the House in its relations with the Crown,
the House of Lords and other authorities. When each session of Parliament is
opened by the Queen, it is the Speaker who leads the Commons to the House of
Lords to hear her speech. He appoints the chairmen of the Standing Committees
of the House of Commons, and assigns bills to these Committees. He is also
responsible for the printing of the Journals and for the accuracy of the
Minutes of Proceedings and the Parliamentary Debates. Candidates for the
position of Speaker have rarely been prominent in party politics and, once
elected, they cease to have any party affiliation. So strongly does the House
value the impartial character of this appointment that a name is usually agreed
upon between the parties so that there shall be no contest. This tradition was
preserved only with the greatest difficulty in 1965 after the sudden death in
office of Sir Harry Hylton-Foster. The Labour Party was not anxious to exercise
its right to nominate the next Speaker as this would have reduced its tiny
majority. Protracted negotiations were required before a compromise could be
reached. Once appointed, a Speaker is usually re-elected as often as he is
willing to serve. Two other principal officers of the House are the Serjeant
at Arms, who is responsible for the maintenance of order; and the Clerk of
the House, whose staff keeps the records of the House and prepares the Notice
Paper which gives advance information about each day's business. These are
both permanent officials.
The daily program of the House follows a well-established routine. On
the first four days of the week sittings begin at 2.30 p.m. and the House
usually rises at 10.30 p.m. The mornings are thus left free for members to
attend to their own business, take part in committee meetings or answer their
correspondence. On Fridays the sittings are from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., many
members leaving early to spend the weekend in their constituencies. The
sittings open with prayers, after which the first fifteen minutes are given
to unopposed private business, consisting of bills of a local nature. Except
on Fridays, this is followed by Question Time, a custom not extensively develop-
ed until the middle of the nineteenth century but now considered to be of great
constitutional importance. During the ensuing hour, members who have given
previous notice of their questions have an opportunity to ask Ministers about
the work of their departments or about any topic falling within their responsi-
bility. The questions are printed on the Notice Paper for the day, those for
which an oral reply is desired being starred. Written replies to unstarred
questions and to those starred questions for which time was not available are
printed at the end of each volume of the Parliamentary Debates. Questions may
be asked purely to obtain information, but a glance at the pages of Hansard
shows that the majority carry an implied criticism. Furthermore, questioners
are permitted a supplementary question after the Minister has replied, and this
is often more revealing than the question originally tabled. Use of this
privilege has become so great that the number of questions a member may ask
on any single day has been restricted to three. Since it is not possible to
answer all questions orally in the time allotted, there is a system of rotation
for Departments, Foreign Office questions receiving high priority on Mondays
and Wednesdays, and so on.
After Question Time the House proceeds to the Orders of the Day, the
consideration of new legislation. The custom of giving three readings to a
bill, well known to those familiar with the American legislatures, originated
in the House of Commons and was already established when the Journals began to
be kept systematically in 1547. The printing and circulation of a bill con-
stitute its first reading, and it is not debated at this time. On the second
reading its principle is discussed; this may be the occasion for a general
debate. It is then referred to a Committee, which examines it in detail, after
which a further debate known as the Report Stage may take place in the House.
Finally, a debate may also take place on its third reading. Then, if passed
by the House, it is sent to the Lords for their consideration.
It is traditional, since the main purpose of the House is considered to
be debate, that there should always be a question before the House. Therefore,
when an important topic is debated from which no legislation is expected to
result, the debate generally proceeds on the motion "that this House do now
adjourn." This is known as a Debate on the Adjournment, but does not imply
that the House will in fact adjourn: when the subject of discussion is con-
cluded the motion, having served its purpose, is withdrawn so that the House
may then continue with other business. Sittings frequently continue well be-
yond the normal adjournment time of 10.30 p.m., but on most days the scheduled
business is concluded at 10 p.m. and the remaining half hour is available for
private members to raise debates on a Motion for the Adjournment.
It would be impossible for the House to debate fully all matters requiring
legislation. The Committee system is therefore a vital part of the Parlia-
mentary machinery. There are several kinds of Committee:
1. Committees of the Whole House. For certain kinds of business, especially
the consideration of taxation or the granting of public funds, the House
resolves itself into a Committee presided over by a chairman instead of
the Speaker. On these occasions it may only consider the specific matter
referred to it, proceedings are less formal than in a normal debate, and
members may speak more than once. The two principal Committees of the
Whole House are the Committee of Ways and Means, which decides on changes
in taxation; and the Committee of Supply, which votes the funds provided
for in the Estimates, thus authorizing the expenditure of the money pro-
duced by the Committee of Ways and Means. The Chairman of Ways and Means,
who is also Deputy Speaker, normally presides over these sittings.
2. Select Committees. These are small in size, usually consisting of fifteen
members or less. Appointed to consider special subjects on behalf of the
House, they generally have power to interview witnesses and call for evi-
dence to be produced, in much the same manner as Congressional Committees
in the United States. Unless they are concerned only with internal matters
of House procedure, their reports are published as Command Papers. Some
Select Committees, such as the Committee of Privileges or the Committee on
Estimates, are reappointed annually and are therefore often known as Session-
al Committees. The chairman of a Select Committee is elected by the Com-
mittee.
3. Standing Committees. These are large committees, broadly representative
of the House membership, their function being to undertake the detailed
study of public bills and other business committed to them by the House.
Each session the House appoints as many as are considered necessary: in
recent sessions there have been seven, distinguished simply by the letters
A to G. In addition, there are Scottish and Welsh Standing Committees,
to which are sent bills dealing exclusively with those countries. Until
1960, Standing Committees consisted of twenty members nominated by the
Committee of Selection in proportion to the party composition of the House;
and to these are added up to thirty members chosen for their special knowl-
edge of the subject to serve during the consideration of each bill. Since
that date, their composition has become more flexible: the nucleus of twenty
members chosen by party has been abolished, and the entire Committee number-
ing from twenty to fifty members for each bill is now appointed chiefly for
the special qualifications of its members. Chairmen are appointed by the
Speaker from a panel nominated by him at the beginning of the session.
Scottish and Welsh members constitute the permanent membership of their
respective Committees, other members being added for each particular bill.
Members of the public are admitted to the debates of Standing Committees
and their proceedings are separately published.
4. Committees on Private Bills. If unopposed, Private Bills are referred to
a Committee of five under the Chairman of Ways and Means; if opposed, to a
Committee of ten members, none of whom may have any local interest in the
bill being studied. Reports from Private Bill Committees are not usually
published.
5. Joint Committees, consisting of an equal number of peers and commoners,
may be appointed at the request of either House. The chairman is elected
by the Committee and the Committee operates as a Select Committee.
Procedure in the House of Lords differs in many details from that of the
Commons. The Lords do not have to deal with so great a quantity of business,
nor is party rivalry so keen. Although almost a thousand peers are eligible to
sit in the House, less than a quarter of this number attend at all regularly,
and fewer still play an active part in affairs. The House of Lords is presided
over by the Lord Chancellor, who is also the highest officer of the Judiciary.
Unlike the Speaker in the Commons, he may retain his party allegiance and take
part in debates. However, when members speak they address the House directly
rather than the Lord Chancellor. The main functions of the Lords are to revise
bills sent to them by the Commons and to discuss at length important matters
which the other House does not have time to consider adequately. Legislation
initiated by the House of Lords is usually uncontroversial, as the major program
of the government inevitably starts in the Commons and the Lords have no control
over finance. For public business the House of Lords usually meets on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday afternoons. The House of Lords also acts as the highest
Court of Appeal in the country, this function being carried out in practice by
a committee of professional judges headed by the Lord Chancellor.
Questions in the House of Lords are fewer than in the Commons and not
limited to a specified period. Many general debates take place on a Motion for
Papers, that is to say, a request for information; this gives the mover a right
to reply, and the motion is usually withdrawn at the end of the debate. The
nature of the membership and the gentler pace of business frequently result in
the debates here being of a much higher quality than is usual in the Commons.
The Committee system is also much less complicated than that of the Commons:
there are no Standing Committees, nor, since the Lords have no financial powers,
6are there Committees of Ways and Means or of Supply. When a bill contain-
ing financial provisions orginates in the House of Lords, such provisions
are often omitted when it is sent down and they are filled in by the House
of Commons in Committee.
Most bills, however, orginate in the Commons and pass through three
readings there before being sent to the Lords. After consideration by the
Lords, a bill is returned with their amendments to the Commons. There, if
the Commons do not agree to the amendments, they must be given up by the
Lords or some compromise reached. Until 1911 the peers possessed a veto
power over bills which was rarely used, but its mere existance often
restricted the progress of legislation. The Parliament Act of 1911, which
the peers accepted very unwillingly, removed their power to prevent passage
of bills, and left them free only to delay legislation for a maximum of two
years. They might not delay Money Bills more than one month, nor might
they amend them. The Parliament Act of 1949 further reduced the delaying
period to two successive sessions during a minimum of one year. In fact,
the outright rejection by the Lords of a Government bill is an event of
great rarity and has occurred only three times since 1911.3
When bills are finally ready for passage into law, the ceremony of giv-
ing the Royal Assent is carried out in the House of Lords. The Commons
are summoned to attend at the Bar of the House, the list of bills to be
passed is read, and three or more Lords Commissioners signify their assent
on behalf of the Queen. Parliamentary procedure has changed much over the
centuries, but ceremonies as solemn as this vary little: the assent is
still given to each bill in Norman French.
Journals, Votes and Proceedings
We come now to a consideration of the means by which the work of
Parliament is made known to us. Although the student of today can more
easily obtain a working knowledge of Parliamentary government from Hansard,
it is still highly desirable that he should know something of the history
and importance of the Journals. The Journals of both Houses have existed
at least since the sixteenth century, although they were not referred to
by that title until the seventeenth century. The Commons Journal was in its
early days known simply as "The Clerk's Book" or sometimes as "The Clerk's
Journal Book." The extant Journals of the House of Lords begin in 1509,
the first year of the reign of King Henry VIII, while those of the Commons
date from 1547, the year in which Henry's son Edward VI ascended the throne.
The course of British history has resulted in the latter record becoming
the more interesting work, since it shows the long struggle of the lower
House for power and its eventual emergence as the dominant force.
As a source of precedents for Parliamentary action, the Journals occupy
a unique position among British official publications. Indeed, until the
appearance of the great works on Parliamentary practice by Hatsell4 and
Erskine May,5 they were virtually the only guide to precedents, for there was
no officially recognized record of the debates until the early nineteenth
century. In this context also the Commons Journals were the more important,
and the historian A. F. Pollard has aptly described them as "a record of
the proceedings and precedents which formed an invaluable armoury in the
struggles of the mother of parliaments to assert a share in, and then con-
trol over, the domestic and foreign policy of England, the growth of the
British empire and the spread of responsible government into all quarters
of the world."
House of Commons Journals. The record of the proceedings of the House of
Commons begins in 1547. That we possess a record so ancient is mainly due
to the methodical nature of John Seymour, elected Clerk of the House in
1548. Although the existence of some form of journal prior to this date
has long been argued,7 and Seymour's predecessors must certainly have
kept some memoranda of the decisions of the House, it was Seymour who first
made the decision to preserve them as something more than a private note-
book. The 1547 record bears only the heading, "A Note of the Bills, when
they were read in the Common House." J. E. Neale8 produces strong evidence
to show that the entries for 1547 are a fair copy by Seymour of notes made
by his predecessor Robert Ormeston, who had served as Clerk for thirty-two
years. If this is correct, we may reasonably assume that Ormeston had
never thought it necessary to preserve his notes over the years and that it
was Seymour who, in copying all that was availabe, fathered the permanent
record. During Seymour's tenure of office the Journals rapidly became more
detailed, listing incidents not connected with the mere reading, passage or
rejection of bills. By the end of his clerkship in 1567 they had become so
useful that a contemporary description of procedure in the Parliament of
15719 lists the making of such a record as one of the Clerk's duties. At
this date also, the new Clerk, Fulk Onslow, further established the permanence
of the record by beginning to make a fair copy in folio format in place of
the small octavo used by Seymour. However, we have no evidence of official
authorization until 1604, when a House of Commons order directed that "All
Acts, Resolutions, and Judgments of the House, which are there entered and
registred by their common Servant, the Clerk, shall be written and ingrossed
in One fair Register Book, and that to be kept by the Clerk, for the Use and
Direction of the said House."lO It may be noted that this order is concerned
not with the making of the Journals, which is now taken for granted, but
with the preparation of a good copy for preservation. This concern may
have been occasioned by the realization that the Journals were not being
properly preserved. When their printing was authorized in 1742 it was
observed that the originals of the Journals for the years 1584-1601 were
lost. The missing parts had been supplied from a transcript made by Sir
Symonds D'Ewes; but even this had been made from the Clerk's rough notes
rather than from a fair copy, showing that the fair copies must have been
missing even as early as 1629.11 A major problem was the lack of a room in
which to keep the Journals, so that they must often have been kept among
the Clerk's private papers and so were liable to be dispersed after his
death.
Around the year 1580 the scope of the Journals had been widened by the
inclusion of the main heads and arguments of important speeches. But as
the contest between the Stuart Kings and Parliament developed, Members of
the House of Commons became very wary of having their words reported. In
December of 1621, King James I at a Council meeting impetuously tore out of
the Journals the pages containing a protestation which affirmed the right
of the House to debate all matters of public policy.1 2 The subsequent
caution of Members may be perceived in a declaration of 1628 that "the entry
of the Clerk, of particular Men' Speeches, was without Warrant at all Times."1 3
Several similar entries are to be found in the same period. Thereafter the
Journals became much less informative, though it is worth noting that texts
of reports and other valuable documents were often written into it.
The Journals had existed only in manuscript form for almost two hundred
years when in 1742 the House appointed a Committee to consider the desirability
of printing them. The Committee was much concerned by the poor condition
of many early volumes and reported favorably.1 4 The House thereupon ordered
the printing of one thousand copies for the use of its Members, the arrange-
ments being made by the Clerk of the House, Nicholas Hardinge, as a private
contractor. This contract was not affected by his resignation from office
in 1747: lump sums were paid to him from time to time as the work progressed,
and payments to his widow continued long after his death. The printer he
chose was Samuel Richardson, then Printer to the House and also just begin-
ning to make his name as a novelist. By 1762 the Journals from 1547 to 1741
had been completed in twenty-three volumes at a cost of almost twenty thousand
pounds. A four volume supplement covered the years from 1741 to 1756. From
1761 the House ordered its Journals to be printed each session, though until
1817 the printing was generally much in arrears. After 1767, when the House
of Lords Journals began to be printed, a portion of each printing was set
aside to be sent to the Lords in exchange for copies of their Journals. A
good concise account of the development of the House of Commons Journals
and of the history of their printing is appended to the Report of the
Committee on Publications and Debates Reports of 1915.15 This reprints the
principal recommendations of the 1742 Committee.
The Journals have no collective title page, each volume bearing a
statement of the period covered. The title page of the first volume reads
as follows:
Journals of the House of Commons from November the 8th 1547, in
the First Year of the Reign of King Edward the Sixth, to March
the 2nd 1628, in the Fourth Year of the Reign of King Charles
the First.
To this is added at the foot of the title page only a dated statement that
the volume was printed or reprinted by order of the House of Commons. It
should be remembered that the Journals were in theory not available to the
general public at this time. However, each Member was entitled to claim
one complete set after taking his seat in the House, and the Journals were
reprinted many times during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries
in order to supply this demand. The privilege was widely abused, many Members
disposing of their sets to booksellers or even giving their personal orders
to a bookseller so that he could collect the volumes himself from the Journal
Office. Evidence presented to a House Committee in 183516 showed that some
booksellers were in the habit of applying constantly on such orders, and in
order to combat this abuse it had become the practice to require the Speaker's
authorization for the issuance of sets of Journals. As a result of the 1835
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investigation the privilege was curtailed, Members henceforth receiving the
Journals only for the years that they sat in the House. The Journals
were placed on sale to the public in 1836.
The election of Charles Abbot as Speaker of the House in 1802 produced
an immediate and important change in the form of the Journals. The event
is well recorded in the diary of Luke Hansard, printer to the House:
"The 56th Volume of Journals, Sess. 1801, the first of the United
Parliament, not having yet been sent to Press, the new Speaker
ordered all Accounts to be left out in the body, and to be sub-
joined as an Appendix. This was the first material alteration
in the Printingj and the novelty of the Plan occupied much of
my attention."1
The inclusion of Accounts and Committee Reports in the body of the Journals
had made reference to them very cumbersome, and Abbot's instruction resulted
in a much more convenient arrangement. Previous to this time, very few of
these papers were separately printed, so that they could be consulted only
by reference to the Journals. But after the union with Ireland in 1801,
not only did the quantity of business increase tremendously, but the House
began to order almost all of its papers to be printed each session. What
is more, they were for the first time placed in a systematically numbered
series. The Appendix to the Journals soon constituted a serious duplication
of printing. Its redundancy was discussed on several occasions without
action being taken, but it was at last discontinued on the recommendation
of Joseph Hume's 1835 Committee.1 8
The General Index to the Journals has not yet been mentioned, though it
is essential for the rapid use of the Journals, particularly when searching
for precedents. Its history is a sad tale of indecision and vacillation.
After the printing of the first twenty-three volumes of the Journals and
their four volume supplement, the House of Commons in 1765 recommended that
the Speaker find a suitable person to compile an index.19 The members of
the Committee entrusted with the supervision of the index may have realized
its importance, but they were evidently ignorant of the best method of com-
piling it. The first indexer appointed, Edward Moore, was in fact a good
choice, but the value of his work was not appreciated and he was later
subordinated to a less competent man. Eventually the House became involved
with no less than four indexers, each being assigned a certain period,
and each instructed in the details of a uniform plan. But when the work was
completed, it was apparent that each had more or less reverted to his own
favorite method, and the House was presented with four indexes compiled
according to three different plans. Of the four, Moore's index covering the
years 1714 to 1774 was much the best, and it has provided the model for all
later indexes. Good accounts of this costly experiment in cooperative
indexing may be found in the 1915 Committee Report mentioned earlierl5 and in
an article by H. Hale Bellot.2 0
After this date, the indexing was done by various officers of the House,
with a steady improvement in the form of the index and in the promptitude
of its printing. The years from 1774 to 1790 and 1790 to 1800 were covered
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by the Speaker's Secretary, S. Dunn. The index for 1801-1820 was prepared
by a staff under the supervision of John Rickman, an Assistant Clerk of the
House and originator of the Census. He also simplified the task of future
indexers by setting up a shceme for the cumulation of the sessional indexes.
The three General Indexes following were in the care of the House of Commons
Librarians, after which the task passed to the Clerks in the Journal Office,
in whose hands it still remains. The progress of the General Index until
1880, when it became a regular decennial publication, may be summarized
as follows:
1547-1659 indexed by Timothy Cunningham
1660-1697 Rev. Roger Flaxman
1697-1714 Rev. Nathaniel Forster
1714-1774 Edward Moore
1774-1800 S. Dunn
1801-1820 M. C. Burney and others under the
supervision of John Rickman
1820-1837 Thomas Vardon
1837-1852 Thomas Vardon
1852-1865 House of Commons Librarians
1866-1879 Journal Office Clerks
In 1827 Dunn's two volumes were revised to conform to Rickman's plan
and were combined to form a single index. Then, in the years following,
Thomas Vardon and his assistant Thomas Erskine May revised the three indexes
of Cunningham, Flaxman and Forster and consolidated them into one. It had
taken a full century since the Journals were first printed to obtain a
reasonably uniform set of indexes to them.
Meanwhile, the compilation of the manuscript Journals had long become
an anachronism. Based on the Votes and Proceedings, and the source for the
printed Journals, they were invaluable as long as the printed version was
badly in arrears. But after 1817, when the form of the Votes and Procceings
was very much shortened, the manuscript Journals instead of providing the
material for the printed Journals were in fact copied direct from them.
The main reasons for this strange custom were to provide writing practice
for the Clerks and to give them some paid work during the Parliamentary
recess. Although this process was subjected to a critical investigation in
1823, a further ten years elapsed before its abolition.
House of Commons Votes and Proceedings. The Votes and Proceedings of the
House of Commons were the first regularly printed official account of its
activities and have appeared every session since 1680, except for a single
break in 1702-1703. The Long Parliament, almost forty years earlier, had
been the first to authorize publication of any of its transactions. On
July 31, 1641 the House resolved that a recent Protestation of the House
on the defence of the Protestant religion was "fit to be taken by every
person, that is well affected, in religion" and ordered its printing.21
Also ordered was the publication of The Diurnall Occurrences or Daily Pro-
ceedings of Both Houses, which appeared weekly until the spring of 1642.
Any publisher was permitted to reprint information from the Diurnall
Occurrences without penalty. The reason for this sudden departure from a
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policy of absolute secrecy is not hard to discover. The Star Chamber had
been abolished in July 1641, and the disappearance of this powerful
tribunal caused a temporary lapse in the censorship of the press. At once
the capital was flooded with books and news sheets, many of them giving
wildly inaccurate reports of political events. The publication of an
official version was the only effective weapon in the hands of the House.
When the House in 1680 passed a resolution to print the Votes of that
session, 22 religious questions once again provided the chief motive. The
Exclusion Bill, intended to deprive the Catholic Duke of York of his right
of succession to the throne, had been rejected by the House of Lords. The
publication of the Votes was an obvious attempt to stir up popular support
for the Commons. When a similar motion for their printing was made in 1681,
there was some dissent but the bulk of opinion was favorable. The debate
shows a growing consciousness of the right of the electors to be informed
of the actions of their representatives. 2 3
Until about 1780 the Votes and Proceedings were published on a commercial
basis by the printer, who paid all production costs including a fee for the
services of the Clerks in compiling and correcting the text. His profit
was at a fixed rate and the surplus went to the Speaker. The Treasury took
over the financial responsibility in the late eighteenth century, when com-
petition from the newspapers had rendered the sale of the Votes unprofitable.
The increase in the amount of Parliamentary business after 1801 resulted in
the Votes being not only very bulky but also usually several days late in
appearing. Members of the House complained frequently and in 1817 John
Rickman presented a scheme for reform to a Select Committee.24 At his
recommendation the entries were very much compressed and were numbered,
while public petitions were relegated to an appendix published separately
once or twice a week. For the first time a list of notices and orders
for the next sitting was included. The hope that this system would be more
economical was not realized, but the gain in speed and the improvement in
organization were so great that the plan devised by Rickman is essentially
the same as the one used today. The Votes and Proceedings are made up by
the Clerks from the minute-books kept by them during sittings of the House.
They also prepare the index for each volume, published sessionally. The
Votes are today the source of information for the preparation of the Journals
and in one respect, the entry of petitions, they are more detailed than the
Journals.
House of Lords Journals. The Journals of the House of Lords, like their
equivalent in the Commons, are the official record of its business. From
its beginning in 1509, this was a more formal and less tentative record than
John Seymour's "Clerk's Book," for the Clerks of the House of Lords already
had long experience in the compilation of the Rolls of Parliament.
The Rolls are.the most ancient Parliamentary records in existence.
They begin in 1278 and continue to 1503, being written partly in Norman
French, partly in Latin and partly in medieval English. Entries are
generally very brief except for petitions, which are given in detail. The
House of Commons had already undertaken the printing of its Journals before
the Lords decided to make available their venerable records.25 The Rolls
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were published in six volumes in 1766-1777 under the title of Rotuli
Parliamentorum. The set has no general title page, the reign of each King
having a separate half-title; the first of these reads
Rotuli Parliamentorum; ut et Petitiones et Placita in Parliamento
Tempore Edwardi R. I.
Although the preparation of an index was authorized at the same time, it
did not appear until 1832, with the title in English:
Index to the Rolls of Parliament; comprising the Petitions, Pleas
and Proceedings of Parliament, from Ann. 6 Edw. I., to Ann. 19 Hen.
VII A.D. 1278-1503. Prepared and edited ... in part by J. Strachey,
and J. Pridden; and completed by E. Upham. London, 1832.
It will be noted that these records do not distinguish between the Lords
and the Commons. In the early days of.Parliament, the Commons were not
always represented; and when they were represented, they did not always
meet in a separate place. The separate terms "House of Lords" and "House
of Commons" were not used until the fifteenth century.
The Journals of the House of Lords were at first written in Latin, but
English slowly began to creep in. In 1541 it was used for the titles of
Bills, and soon after for the marginal notes. Latin lingered on for over
a century, though by the reign of King James the First it was used only
for the King's speeches and for formal phrases such as those used to indicate
the reading of Bills and adjournments. At the same time as the Rolls were
published, the Lords ordered the printing of their Journals. The title is
even briefer than that of the Commons Journals:
Journals of the House of Lords, beginning Anno Primo Henrici Octavi.
Ten years later the thirty-one volumes of the Journals 1509 to 1767 had
been completed, but the Journals for the ensuing years appeared very slowly
and with much less regularity than those of the House of Commons. This
eighteenth-century edition was very faulty: not only was it incomplete,
but in places eighteenth-century marginal notes were printed without dis-
tinction from the earlier sixteenth-century text, and there were numerous
typographical errors. Pollard, stressing the need for a critical edition
of the Journals, commented, "We have in this country an absolutely unique
series of parliamentary records; the editions in which they have to be
used are little short of a scandal."2 6
Preparation of the General Index to the House of Lords Journals was
long delayed. Publication of the Journals from 1509 to 1767 had been com-
pleted in 1777, but the General Index did not begin publication until 1817
and was finished only in 1836. It comprised three separate indexes, cover-
ing the years 1509-1649, 1660-1714 and 1714-1779; the gap of eleven years
in the seventeenth century is accounted for by the abolition of the House
of Lords in the Commonwealth period. Meanwhile there had appeared in 1832
the General Index to the Journals for the years 1780-1819. Full details
of the volumes, the periods covered and the dates of publication are as
follows:
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Vols. 1-10 1509-1649 1 Hen. VIII - 24 Car. I 1836
Vols. 11-19 1660-1714 12 Car. II - 13 Ann. 1834
Vols. 20-35 1714-1779 1 Geo. I - 19 Geo. III 1817
Vols. 36-52 1780-1819 20 - 60 Geo. III 1832
Since 1836, the appearance of the General Index has become much more
regular. The next two Indexes cover volumes 53-64 and 65-85, after which
it matches the General Index to the House of Commons Journals in regular
decennial publication. The relative importance of the two records is re-
flected by the scarcity of extensive sets of the Lords Journals in American
libraries.
House of Lords Minutes of Proceedings. The Minutes of Proceedings of the
House of Lords is a daily publication corresponding to the Commons' Votes
and Proceedings though, as might be expected, its arrangement is simpler
and its bulk much less. It is bound into a single volume each session.
Publication of the Minutes of Proceedings began only in 1824, almost one
hundred and fifty years later than the House of Commons record.
Reports of Debates
It is an amazing fact that not until the early years of this century
was there a truly official source of information on what was said in
Parliament, and until late in the eighteenth century the reporting of
debates in any form was strongly opposed by the House of Commons. In con-
sidering the development of debates reporting and the attitudes of Parliament
towards the problem, it will be convenient to divide the account into four
periods. The first runs from the beginnings of recorded Parliamentary
history to the Restoration in 1660; the second is the period of gradual
acceptance of reporting, 1660 to 1803; the third is one of semi-official
reports, 1803 to 1909; and the last, from 1909 to the present day, is that
of the fully authorized official reports.
From the Beginning to 1660. We have seen that in their first century the
House of Commons Journals gradually expanded in scope to include heads
and main arguments of speeches; but that, as the struggle for power between
Commons and Crown intensified, the Members became increasingly reluctant to
have their opinions publicly recorded. We have also noted the severity of
the House in warning that no reports of speeches should be made by the Clerk.
Nevertheless many manuscript sources and some fragmentary printed records do
exist for the period before 1660. Professor Notestein and others, in list-
ing these records, 2 7 have pointed out the need for a modern critical digest
of the materials for this period. Of the existing compilations, the most
comprehensive is the Parliamentary or Constitutional History of England,
often referred to as the "Old Parliamentary History" to distinguish it
from the later and better known work by William Cobbett.
Parliamentary or Constitutional History of England from the
Earliest Times to the Restoration of Charles II. [London] 1751-
1762. 24 vols.
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This was the first large scale attempt at a constitutional history. It
cannot properly be regarded as presenting the texts of Parliamentary debates,
nor did it claim to do so. It made extensive use of the Journals, augmented
by reports of Members' speeches gleaned from a multitude of secondary
sources. It is worth noting that, published at a time when the Hanoverian
succession was still being seriously challenged, it does not attempt to
bring the story to its own times but stops short at 1660, when the monarchy
was restored after a long period of Parliamentary rule.
From 1660 to 1803. In this period, from the Restoration to the early years
of the nineteenth century, the public demand to know what was said in
Parliament finally overcame the inherent conservatism of that body. The
printed sources available are quite voluminous and include collections,
pamphlets on particular debates, newsletters and newspaper, periodicals,
memoirs and diaries. These have been well described in an article by H.
Hale Bellot and others.2o The most comprehensive collection is Cobbett's
Parliamentary History, which draws on most of the other published sources
for its materials and is the reference work most often used for this
period. Cobbett and his publisher, T. C. Hansard, considered it an ex-
tension backward of the Hansard series of Parliamentary Debates begun in
1803.
Cobbett, William. Parliamentary History of England. From the Norman Con-
quest in 1066. To the Year 1803. London, 1806. 12 vols.
The first twelve volumes brought the history only to the year 1742. Soon
after their publication, Cobbett was in prison and subject to a thousand-
pound fine following a Government prosecution for seditious libel, the result
of articles published in his weekly Political Register.2 9 Publication was
completed by Hansard under a slightly different title:
The Parliamentary History of England from the Earliest Times to
1803. London, 1812-1820. Vols. 13-36.
Although Cobbett's work covers a longer period, the "Old Parliamentary
History" is of value for the years to 1660, which are only allotted three
volumes by Cobbett.
The most interesting accounts, however, are the contemporary reports
printed in the periodical press. Their reliability is often questionable,
but they illustrate dramatically the development of the fight for the
freedom of the press. John Dyer, between 1690 and 1700, became the first
person to give regular reports of Parliamentary affairs by circulating
manuscript newsletters in the London coffee-houses. His activities did not
go unnoticed and he was frequently called to the Bar of the House to answer
for his offences. In 1711 the French immigrant Abel Boyer began the first
published periodical record, in a monthly entitled The Political State of
Great Britain. Little is known of his methods of compilation, though he
claimed to be supplied by Members with speeches and other Parliamentary
information, and referred to several of his alleged sources by name. 30 How-
ever, his accounts were cautiously phrased so as to avoid giving offence,
and the periodical continued almost unmolested until the beginning of 1729.
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Then, having been warned that the continued publication of Parliamentary
proceedings would render him liable to arrest, he deferred further printing
of such items until he could investigate the nature of the threat. Apparently
he was speedily reassured, for the account of the session just ended was
printed in the issue for May, 1729. Boyer died in November of the same
year, but the periodical was carried on by others until 1740 when it ceased,
probably under the pressure of increased competition from other journals
and the more stringent regulations adopted by Parliament to deter publishers
from reporting its proceedings.
In the years immediately after the death of Boyer, several rival
accounts began to appear. The Gentleman's Magazine and the London Magazine
both started to provide Parliamentary information in 1732. They followed
the accounts in the Political State very closely, usually abridging them
slightly, as.also did another journal, the Historical Register. Mary
Ransome, in a careful study of the four, 3 1 judges the Political State to
be the original source of all other debates that were published in the
periodical press during this period. This fact has been stated in the
pages of the Gentleman's Magazine itself,3 2 but Miss Ransome's detailed
comparison of the texts is very useful. All of these periodicals printed
their reports after the close of the session to which they referred, on
the assumption that they were liable to prosecution only if the Parliament
whose proceedings they were reporting was still in session. This subterfuge
apparently protected them for a while, but the resolutions passed by the
House of Commons became increasingly severe in tone and the penalties
threatened for authors, printers and publishers much heavier. The most
stringent resolution, in 1738, forbade publication between sessions as
well as during the session.3 3
The immediate result was not to prevent publication but simply to drive
the publishers to more subtle forms of evasion. The London Magazine in June,
1738 began a series entitled "Proceedings of a Plitical Club," using Roman
names for the speakers. In the following month the Gentleman's Magazine
produced the first of its "Debates in the Senate of Magna Lilliputia,"
in which the disguises were more transparent: although some of the names
were adapted from Gulliver's Travels, others were merely anagrams, such as
Ptit and Walelop for Pitt and Walpole. Both periodicals later provided
keys to the names used. But the difficulties placed in the way of the re-
porters, and the fact that they were writing pseudo-fictional accounts
under a cloak of anonymity, tended to make their accounts even less accurate
then before. Samuel Johnson, that most famous of Edward Cave's reporters
for the Gentleman's Magazine, has left a memorable testimony of the methods
used in the production of Parliamentary accounts at this date. Some twenty
years later, Johnson and a number of other literary personalities were dining
with Samuel Foote; in the course of the conversation, one of the guests
referred to a famous speech made by William Pitt in 1741. Johnson astounded
the group by bluntly claiming authorship of the speech, and added: "I never
had been in the gallery of the House of Commons but once. Cave had interest
with the doorkeepers. He, and the persons employed under him, gained
admittance: they brought away the subject of discussion, the names of the
speakers, the side they took and the order in which they rose, together
with notes of the arguments advanced in the course of the debate. The whole
was afterwards communicated to me, and I composed the speeches in the form
which they now have in the Parliamentary debates." When the others praised
him for the excellence and accuracy of his reporting, he replied with his
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famous quip, "That is not quite true. I saved appearances tolerablv well;
but I took care that the Whig Dogs should not have the best of it."04
Nevertheless, although these reports were far removed from the verbatim
records to which we are now accustomed, they were generally accepted in
their own day as giving a reliable account of the main points of the debates.
In the troubled years which culminated in the loss of the American
Colonies, the House of Commons became even more jealous of its privilege.
Strangers were more strictly excluded from the Gallery of the House and
printers were frequently brought to the Bar to account for the crime of
passing on to the public the speeches of their representatives. The
Parliament of 1768-1774 has often been called the "Unreported Parliament,"
as there were so many occasions when the press was unable to report vital
speeches. There are in fact many sources of information on the debates
of this Parliament though the most valuable of them were not available
until much later.3
Meanwhile the demand by the public for prompt and reliable reporting
led inevitably to another development. John Almon in 1768 began to give
brief sketches of each day's debate in the London Evening Post. This prompted
all the other newspapers to follow suit, and forced the monthlies to produce
much more detailed reports. These continued with very few breaks, despite
frequent prosecutions. Indeed, there are strong indications that the
publishers were often aided by opposition Members of the House, while they
received active support from the City of London, which resorted to every
kind of legal subterfuge to hinder prosecutions. John Wilkes, who had
served as a Member of Parliament and had twice been expelled from that
assembly on account of his strongly worded and widely published opposition
to the Government, was at this time one of the City Magistrates. The year
1771 was one of crisis in the relations between the City and the House of
Commons. Wilkes staged the trial of an accused publisher, finding him
guilty of no offence. Shortly afterwards, a messenger sent from the House
to summon a printer was himself arrested by City officials on a technical
charge of making a wrongful arrest. The House obviously could not tolerate
this affront to its authority and summoned to appear before it the Lord
Mayor, Brass Crosby, and one of his Aldermen. Their journey was a triumphal
procession, attended by a huge throng of enthusiastic supporters, who hammered
at the doors of the House while the legislators within sentenced the two
City officials to a term of imprisonment in the Tower of London. They spent
the remainder of the session there in comparative luxury, sustained by
gifts and visits from supporters. Although the privilege of the Commons
had been legally maintained, it was obvious that the prevention of reporting
was not really possible, and there was little further attempt to harrass
the publishers.
Within a very few years the presence of reporters in the public gallery
of the House was accepted, though the taking of notes was still strictly
forbidden. The most famous reporter of the period was William Woodfall,
noted for his phenomenal memory; he was the first to print accounts of
debates on the morning following, sitting in the House until late in the
evening and then working all night to deliver his transcript to the printer.
Not until 1783 did he have a serious rival, when James Perry established a
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corps of reporters to relieve each other in the gallery at short intervals.
At about the same date, the rule against taking notes seems to have been
relaxed, according to the memoirs of James Stephen, who had been a reporter
for the Morning Post.36 Even with these improvements, conditions were
appalling. Reporters were by custom admitted only to the last row of the
gallery, where both the acoustics and the lighting were very poor. But
at least their presence was acepted, and it gradually became normal not
merely to admit them, but to reserve the last row for them. When, on the
occasion of an important wartime speech by Pitt in 1803, the doorkeepers
failed to reserve their places and they were unable to obtain admittance
owing to the great crowds, not only was the speech unreported in the next
day's papers, but the Speaker of the House took notice of their complaint
and ensured that the incident would not be repeated.3 7
From 1803 to 1909. This period is dominated by the privately issued reports
of Thomas Curson Hansard and his successors. In the early years of the century
the regular daily reporting of Parliamentary proceedings had become firmly
established. Starting in 1802, William Cobbett produced a series of Parlia-
mentary debates reports in the form of a supplement to his Political Register,
but from 1803 they were published separately. The series known as Hansard's
Debates was only one of many rival productions during the first decades of
the century, but by the early forties it was the sole survivor:
The Parliamentary Debates from the Year 1803 to the Present Time:
Forming a Continuation of the Work Entitled "The Parliamentary History
of England from the Earliest Period to the Year 1803." Published
Under the Superintendence of T. C. Hansard. London, 1812-.
The Debates began publication in 1804, covering reports for the year 1803,
as Cobbett's Parliamentary Debates, but the early volumes were reissued
by Hansard with the title cited above, and are most frequently seen in
that form. Cobbett, while in prison in 1812, had transferred to Hansard
his rights in the work. John Wright, who had been Cobbett's partner, joined
the Hansard firm and remained in active charge of the Debates until 1830.
It is mainly to him that we owe the form of the work and the methods used
in its compilation. The first series comprised 41 volumes covering 1803-
1820; these were followed by New Series, 25 volumes, 1820-1830, and then
3rd Series, 356 volumes, 1830-1891. The 4th Series, 1892-1908, consisted
of 199 volumes published by various contractors under the title of The
Parliamentary Debates (Authorized Edition). The 5th Series, 1909 to date,
entitled The Parliamentary Debates (Official Report), is published by
the Stationery Office.
Though Cobbett described Wright as his reporter and applied for his
admission to the gallery of the House, it is probable that very little direct
reporting was done by him. The London newspapers were the real suppliers
of Parliamentary information; it was their staple feature and their men
were regularly in the House. It has been estimated that the most important
sources for Hansard's Debates were The Times, until it ceased publication
in 1862, the Morning Chronicle.3
The authenticity of Hansard as a record is subject to question. It
was neither official nor a verbatim report, being very much condensed. More-
over, it depended largely upon reports given in newspapers, which might
reflect the political opinions of their owners and editors . The custom
was widely adopted of sending the rough draft copy to the speakers for their
corrections. Though this was prompted by a desire for greater accuracy
as well as by caution, the result may often have been an idealized version
of the speech. Hansard was not the only subscriber to this method. A
rival production, the Mirror of Parliament, for which Charles Dickens
served his time as a reporter, was described in an editorial in The Times
as "an authentic record of the speeches which noble lords and hon. members,
after a day's reflection, think they ought to have made." 3 9 Despite this,
the reports are probably a reasonably accurate account of the general trend
of the debates in the House. Jordan40 was of the opinion that Hansard
gave a fuller account than any single newspaper; however, one must still
consult the press in order to find out the times of sitting and rising,
questions asked of Ministers, and the reception accorded to speeches, as
indicated by cheers or hisses.
In 1855 Hansard received what was in effect a subsidy, when the Govern-
ment placed an order for a hundred copies, at a subscription price of five
guineas per session, for use in Government departments. Though criticism of
the system of reporting increased over the years, a Committee on Parliamentary
Reporting in 1878-79 concluded that the objections to an official report out-
weighed its possible advantages. 1 In the same session, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer negotiated with Hansard the improvement of his product in four ways,
which became known as the "four points." He was to include discussions on
private bills, discussions in the Committee of Supply, discussions in committee
on public bills, and to include debates taking place after midnight (which
were never reported in the newspapers), for which purpose he was to place
a reporter in the gallery. In consideration of these improvements, he was
to receive a grant-in-aid of . 3,000 per session or ] 500 per volume, a
sum that was soon afterwards increased still further. These expedients show
clearly the unprofitable nature of what was a highly specialized business.
The results were still deemed unsatisfactory for in 1888 a Joint Committee
of both Houses recommended an open contract system for the production of
reports which, though sti 1 not official, would be supervised by the Controller
of the Stationery Office.4 2 The four points enumerated above were to be a pro-
vision of the contract, which was to be let to the lowest responsible bidder.
Though the contractor was free to use any source of information, he was
henceforth required to keep a reporter present whenever the House was in
session. It was further stipulated that the speeches should be reported at
no less than one third of their length, while questions to Ministers, and
their replies, were to be given in full.
The contract system, far from solving the problems, augmented them.
In the first decade several different firms held the contract; some defaulted,
others went bankrupt, but all found it impossible to fulfil the terms of the
contract at the optimistic prices they had quoted in order to secure the
privilege. One of the major advances of the period was that the House of
Lords, where the acoustics were notoriously poor, placed the contractor's
reporter on the floor of the House and thenceforth obtained an excellent
and practically verbatim report. Its sittings, of course, were neither so




From 1909 to the present. The opening of the twentieth century found the
"Mother of Parliaments" almost the only legislative assembly in the world
without an official verbatim record of its proceedings. The contract system
was so obviously unsatisfactor that the provision of an official report
had been recommended in 1893, but without result. Opinion gradually
changed, so that a similar recomendation by a Select Committee in 1907
met with a favorable reception. Many strong points were brought against
the contract system, notably the injustice of allowing the contractor to
be the judge of the importance of a Member's remarks, and the inevitable
tendency to lengthen or shorten the reports depending on the profitability
of the contract terms. Also cited was the failure of the contractors to
meet requirements as to the speed and regularity of publication of the daily
reports. As it was to the financial advantage of the contractor to use
as few reporters as possible, these employees were generally both underpaid
and overworked. The 1907 Committee concluded that a satisfactory and complete
official report could be obtained for about the same amount as that paid to
the contractors for t eir imperfect versions. After extensive debate in
the House of Commons, 5 a reporting service was established, and publication
began in 1909.
Unlike the earlier volumes of Hansard, in which debates of the two
Houses alternate with each other as in the U. S. Congressional Record, the
debates from 1909 occupy separate series of volumes. This separate publica-
tion results from the House of Commons demand for reports to be available
on the morning after each debate, a condition found impractical by the Lords.
To secure this early delivery, the Commons gave up the custom of sending
proof copy to Members for their corrections. Instead, Members might correct
and return their printed copy within three days to insure inclusion of
their corrections in the permanent bound volumes published at intervals
throughout the session. Members receive both the daily edition and the
bound volumes free of charge. As a war economy measure the distribution
of the bound volumes was discontinued in June, 1940, but it was restored on
the insistence of Labour Party Members in 1945.
In 1940 Commander Stephen King-Hall urged the publication of a popular
weekly condensation of Hansard as a means of informing public opinion. The
evidence presented to the Committee on Publications and Debates Reports
did not support the view that this would have great propaganda value,
though the Committee did recommend steps to increase the sale of the exist-
ing daily issues. Some months later, however, the Committee made no objec-
tion to a proposed Penguin edition of Hansard. This was not a complete
report, but a much reduced digest; six volumes were published between 1940
and 1942, each covering approximately three months. The first week of the
1946 session saw the inauguration of an official weekly edition at a price
of one shilling and sixpence a copy. The Lords followed suit a year later.
Though the price has risen considerably, these weekly editions have continued
to be very popular with the public. They are also of great value to Members,
since they permit a corrected version of the Debates to become available
almost at once, rather than several months later in the bound volumes.
The present scheme of publication has proved quite satisfactory, and
for many years the meetings of the Committee on Publications and Debates
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Reports have been concerned more with the pay and working conditions of the
reporting staff than with the quality or nature of their work. The prompt
production of verbatim reports requires a much larger staff than was ever
provided by Hansard or the series of contractors. In the Commons the depart-
ment, under the control of the Speaker, consists of an Editor, an Assistant
Editor, two sub-editors, eighteen reporters and a staff of typists. For
the much briefer Lords Debates an Editor, one assistant and six reporters
are needed. Although the connection with the Hansard family has been severed
for three quarters of a century, to this day Hansard remains the popular
brief name for the reports. So strongly is this tradition established that
in 1943, following a recommendation from the Committee on Publications and
Debates Reports, the Speaker ordered the name to be restored to the title
page in parentheses.4 6
It is only since 1919 that the Standing Committee Debates. Official
Report has been published. Unrevised daily parts are available immediately
following the debates, in much the same way as the Hansard reports of debates
in the House. However, there is a considerable delay in the appearance of
bound volumes, and the publication of these is at present some four years
in arrears.
The Sessional Papers
The modern organization of Parliamentary papers dates from the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century. Until 1801 it had not been a normal practice
to print all papers laid before the House, and those printed were for the
most part included in the body of the Journals. But the same factors that
led to a public demand for information about the debates also brought about
a vastly increased need for the printing of reports. It was no longer
practical for the Clerks to satisfy this demand by making hand-written
copies as they had done for so many hundreds of years.
The Act of Union with Ireland in 1801 brought one hundred new Members
and thirty-two additional peers to Parliament, and their arrival immediately
produced a huge increase in business. Giving evidence before a Select
Committee on Public Expenditure,4 7 John Hatsell indicated his belief that
the general practice of printing all papers was introduced by Members of
the Irish Parliament, where this was a standard practice. In the light of
Hatsell's remarks, it is perhaps worth noting that Charles Abbot, elected
Speaker of the House shortly after the Union, had spent the previous year
as Chief Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. Abbot, later to become
Lord Colchester, was one of the great Speakers, a tireless reformer who
not only made his mark in the House but who is primarily responsible for
the form in which its records have been handed down to us. We have already
notedl7 the important change made by Abbot in ordering Accounts to be omitted
from the body of the Journals and instead placed in an Appendix. For his
part, Luke Hansard proposed an increased page size for the Sessional Papers
in order to cope with the increased business, and Abbot readily agreed to this.
The influence of Luke Hansard on the form of the Parliamentary papers is
little less than that of Abbot, and the cordial relationship between these
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two great men, each with a passion for organization, is Of great significance.
Born in 1752, Hansard left his native city of Norwich at the age of seventeen
and secured work in London with John Hughs, then Printer to the House of
Commons. By 1774 he was a partner in the business, and became more and
more responsible for supervising its operations. After 1796 he was frequently
in contact with Charles Abbot who, as a Member of Parliament, was responsible
for a number of important reports on the Statutes, Finance, and the state
of the Public Records. But these materials did not reach the printer in a
state of readiness for typesetting, particularly when they contained tables
and statistics of a size quite different from the text. Hansard devised
a method of printing the tables so that they read crossways from page to
page instead of being printed as broadsheets. This was first used for the
Finance Reports in 1797, and the results "not only gave surprise to Mr.
Hughs, and all in the office, but most complete satisfaction to Mr. Abbot
and Lord Hawkesbury (now Earl Liverpool) and to other members of the Finance
Committee, who all rejoiced at seeing the unintelligible broad sheets
brought into convenient reading pages."4 8 Other important contributions made
by Hansard and his son, Luke Graves Hansard, were the planning of indexes
for collections of reports, the abstracting of reports and the addition of
marginal notes to the reprinted Journals.
Abbot, having initiated a radical change in the form of the Journals,
now turned his attention to the Sessional Papers. He directed Arthur Benson,
Clerk of the Journals, to make a general account of all printed books and
papers in his custody prior to January, 1801, and to make a schedule in
future of every paper printed by the House. He was also to make a catalog
of all papers printed by order of the House from 1731 to 1800, of which
any copies remained in his custody. He was to distinguish these under three
headings: Bills, Reports, Accounts and Papers, with an alphabetical index
to each section. Five years later this catalog was completed and published:
Catalogue of Papers Printed by Order of the House of Commons from
the Year 1731 to 1800 in the Custody of the Clerk of the Journals.
London, 1807.
It should be noted that this is not a complete catalog of papers printed by
order of the House in those years, since a number of reports were no longer
in the possession of the Clerk. A glance at any recent year's set of the
Sessional Papers will show that the arrangement of this Catalogue is still
with us almost unchanged. In addition to the preparation of the Catalogue,
four sets of Papers, amounting to 110 volumes each, were bound up for preserva-
tion. One set was deposited in the Speaker's Gallery of the House of Commons,
one in the Journal Office, one in the official residence of the Clerk of the
Journals, and the last copy in the British Museum. This set is generally
referred to as the Abbot Collection. Of the four sets, one perished in the
fire that destroyed the House of Commons in 1834, one is now located in the
House of Commons Library, and the remaining House set was deposited on
permanent loan in the Library of University College in the early years of
this century. Just as some papers are missing altogether from this collec-
tion, so also some copies of the set are more complete than others, since
there were not always four copies of each paper available. While preparing
the Readex Microprint edition of the Sessional Papers, Professor Edgar L.
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Erickson discovered that the set at University College, originally the
Speaker's Gallery set, was the most complete.49
Papers issued subsequent to the Union were also organized sessionally
in the same manner as the four bound collections, provided with tables of
contents and deposited with the Abbot Collections for official use. Since
each volume contained a number of separately paged documents, continuous
pagination was inserted by hand in each, and the tables of contents and in-
dexes made use of this pagination. Here we have the origin of the modern
system which, though our bound sets lack the continuous pagination, provides
title pages and tables of contents so that we are able to arrange the papers
in the same order as that of the House copies and thus utilize the indexes
published by the House. It is important to remember, in using the indexes,
that the page number assigned to a report will not in fact be found on it,
so that the number serves only as a guide to the approximate location of the
report in the volume referred to. The contents page in the volume itself
will enable one to narrow the search by identifying the titles of adjacent
reports. A valuable feature of the Readex Microprint edition of the House
of Commons Papers is that the Microprint cards uniformly contain one hundred
pages. It is thus much easier to locate a particular report in the Micro-
print edition than in the original bound volumes. However, the Microprint
edition stops short at 1900.
In 1803 the House of Commons took action to make more widely available
the information contained in Select Committee reports of the previous
century. Some of these had been reprinted in 1773 in a four volume set
entitled Reports not entered in the Journals. These were now reprinted
again, with the addition of a further eleven volumes and a general index
volume:
Reports from Committees of the House of Commons which have been printed
by Order of the House .... London, 1803-06. 16 vols.
This set contains a selection of reports from 1715 to 1800, and includes a
number that are available neither in the Abbot Collection nor in the Readex
Microprint edition, which is based upon the Abbot Collection.
Throughout the nineteenth century the quantity of papers emanating
from the House of Commons increased steadily. There were several reasons
for this: the augmentation of business following the Union with Ireland
and the practice of printing virtually everything that was laid before the
House have already been mentioned. The House began to depend more and more
upon investigation by Commissions rather than by Select Committees. At
first their reports were not separated from those of Committees, but they
were mentioned as a distinct class in the Sessional Index for 1818, and from
1822 they were separated and arranged together in volumes following those
allotted to Reports from Committees. This mode of investigation had many
advantages over the Committee method. Commissioners were not necessarily
Members of Parliament, but might include men of affairs and experts in the
subject under investigation. The term of their Commission was not limited
by the Parliamentary session, and they could meet wherever needed. Many
of them travelled widely, examining great numbers of witnesses. The reports
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of the more important nineteenth century Commissions are monumental works,
of truly irmmense significance to historians.
In the years that followed the Nepoleonic Wars, the urge for reform
was strong. Although much of it was directed to producing economies in
Parliamentary printing, it also took the form of a direct attack upon the
three privileged printers who between them carried out all work for both
Houses of Parliament. Eyre and Strahan, later Eyre and Spottiswoode, were
printers to the House of Lords. They also held a patent as King's Printer,
which entitled them to print Bibles, Prayer Books and Acts of Parliament.
This diversification and the fact that the patent was renewed for thirty-
two year periods enabled them to survive the curtailment of their parliamentary
privileges quite well. John Bowyer Nichols was responsible for printing
the House of Commons Votes and Proceedings, a task which had been performed
by a member of his family continuously since 1729. Hansard printed the re-
mainder of the House of Commons material, and it was here that the full
force of the reformers' zeal was felt. There were many to whom the eighteenth
century style of patronage was distasteful, and who thought that all this
work should be put out to contract.
The first significant change was that the Stationery Office took over
the supplying of paper, which had until 1831 been done by the printers
themselves. There was constant pressure from House Committees to reduce
the bulk and therefore the cost of printing by setting in a smaller type.
But on the first occasion that this was done, for the Ordnance Estimates of
1836, there was much complaint from Members that the material had been
rendered unintelligilbe, and for a while there was a reversion to the larger
type size. However, the Journals were set in smaller type from 1836. The
Hansard firm had been very successful, and there were many jealous rivals
as well as those among the reformers who resented this. However, little
credit beyond mere lip service was given at this time to the great services
rendered by the family over and above the printing of papers. Moreover, the
Hansards had a huge investment in type and other stock bought specially
for the printing of the House, and of little use for any other kind of work.
The placing on public sale of the Sessional Papers in 1835 had one
dramatic and completely unexpected result. Hansard, as Printer to the House,
was prosecuted for libel by John Joseph Stockdale, a publisher of poor
repute whose name had been cited in the evidence presented before a House
Committee as publisher of a work described as being indecent and obscene.
The courts found Hansard guilty of publishing libel, and so laid him open
to the possibility of prosecution from any quarter. Stockdale himself
brought several actions, and the case dragged on for years, inevitably
becoming a constitutional question between the rights of the courts and the
privilege of the House. The injustice of the situation was obvious.
Witnesses before House Committees were under an obligation to present their
evidence, under pain of citation for contempt of the House, and Hansard
had no choice but to print it. Yet for several years he bore the whole weight
of the attack while the House, in a state of confusion, debated what action
it could take. It was not until 1840 that a law was passed to protect the
printers from such actions, 50 and only in the following year was the Hansard
family repaid the costs of the various actions defended since 1836. But
this restitution came too late to console Luke Graves Hansard, who had died
some months earlier.
In the same period, the Sessional Papers were further expanded by the
ever more frequent presentation of Command Papers by government Departments.
Unlike most other papers, which appear by order of the House or in pursuance
of an Act of Parliament, Command Papers are produced ostensibly by command
of the Sovereign. In practice, they are issued on the initiative of the
Minister responsible, and serve to inform the House of the work of his
Department. Until the middle of the nineteenth century their number was
quite small, and they were at first not distinguished from other papers
printed in the Journals or their Appendix. But the 1835 Committee on
Printed Papers recommended that "all Papers presented to the House by
Command of His Majesty in a printed form, be read, indorsed and scheduled,
with those presented in manuscript, pursuant to Act of Parliament or Order
of the House." 51
Perhaps the most significant point in this recommendation is the
reference to presentation in printed form. Sessional Papers were always
until now presented in manuscript, and the decision to print was taken by
the Speaker, though at this period it had become almost automatic. Many
papers were presented to one House and then communicated to the other, if
considered of interest. This caused much superfluous work, since it meant
that the paper had to be reprinted by a different printer. There was a
certain amount of cooperation between Hansard and Spottiswoode in an attempt
to foresee this demand and prevent additional work and expense, but the
decision to communicate papers often came too late to permit this. When
the recommendation to permit presentation of Command Papers in printed form
was adopted, the Department from which they were issued could have them
printed by contract or by the Stationery Office before presentation, thus
circumventing the order of the Speaker and printing by Hansard. This had
an immediate effect: in 1836, while Hansard received just over L27,000
for printing Sessional Papers, his rival William Clowes was paid almost
Fl9,000 for contracted printing of presented Papers. Despite this apparent
Treasury victory, economy was not the result, for control of the amount of
material printed did not fall into the hands of the Treasury. It merely
passed from the Speaker to the Departments and the Commissions, which showed
no sign of any desire to restrict the amount of paper flowing from them
and advertising their activities.
The development of the numbering system for Command Papers is a mystery.
The 1836 Numerical List to the Sessional Papers included a numbered list of
sixty-seven Command Papers, indicating that number [1] had been presented in
1833. The purpose of the square bracket was to distinguish this series
from the numbering of the ordinary Sessional Papers, though this fact was
not explained until the appearance of the General Index to the Sessional
Papers of 1852/53-1868/69. Until this date, the number did not normally
appear upon the Command Paper itself. While the numbering of all other
papers begins anew each session, that of the Command Papers is consecutive,
being carried over from one session to the next. They are also distinguished
by the fact that they may be presented when Parliament is not in session.
This is done by depositing a copy of the paper in the Library of the House
of Commons, all those deposited during a recess being listed in the first
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subsequent issue of the Votes and Proceedings. When the Command Papers
first began to be regularly numbered in 1870, a second series was begun,
and this was distinguished by the letter 'C' before the number. There have
been several series, a new one being started whenever the numbering
approaches 10,000. The five series, with their distinguishing symbols and
dates, are:
First series [1] - [4222] 1833-1869
Second series [C.1] - [C.9550] 1870-1899
Third series [Cd.1] - [Cd.9239] 1900-1918
Fourth series [Cmd.l] - Cmd.9889 1919-1956
Fifth series Cmnd.l - 1956-date
During the year 1922 the practice of placing the numbers in brackets, which
had been unnecessary since Command Papers were distinguished by letter
symbols in 1870, was discontinued. The numbering reveals the alarming
proliferation of Command Papers in the second half of the nineteenth century
and the early years of the twentieth, when the Commons Sessional Papers
alone often amounted to almost a hundred volumes each session. The House of
Lords papers were almost as bulky, since Command Papers were presented to
both Houses. This duplication ceased with the beginning of the third series
in 1900, and after this date the Command Papers are found only in the House
of Commons series. However, until 1920 reference was still made to them in
the Sessional Indexes of the House of Lords, even though the papers were
no longer to be found in the bound sets.
Although their numbering is unrelated to that of the other Parliamentary
papers, Command Papers are arranged by subject with the other papers in the
sessional series. Most reports from Commissioners and also a high propor-
tion of the Accounts and Papers are issued as Command Papers.
The quantity of Parliamentary printing was further reduced by the shortage
of materials and the financial crisis of the first world war. Many regularly
printed papers were suspended altogether. Others were issued by the Stationery
Office as non-parliamentary publications rather than as Command Papers, the
effect of this being to remove them from free distribution to Members. The
publications affected are listed in two Reports of the Select Committee on
Publications and Debates Reports. 52 Although this restriction was con-
sidered a temporary measure, it continued in effect after the war and was
perpetuated by a Treasury Circulai urging that Departments limit the number
of Command Papers issued to those "likely to be the subject of early legisla-
tion, or which may be regarded as otherwise essential to Members of Parliament
as a whole to enable them to discharge their responsibilities."53  It was
particularly recommended that the issuance as Parliamentary papers of those
publications suspended during the war and afterwards revived should be
discontinued. It was pointed out that the statutory requirement of Departments
to present reports could be satisfied by presentation in manuscript form or
by non-parliamentary publication.
Although this economy move produced a considerable saving, it added
greatly to the difficulties encountered by users of government publications.
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The problem of tracing changes in the status of serial publications during
and after the first world war was largely overcome by a very useful guide
compiled by Mrs. Ruby Lane Taylor.54 This indicates the complete run from
its earliest date of each serial that was still being published in 1914,
and shows its status to the year 1933. The beginning in 1922 of the series
of annual consolidated lists of Government publications is an additional
aid in locating series. A more serious problem is the frequent separation
of related publications. While the Report of a Commission is inevitably
released as a Sessional Paper, the evidence presented to the Commission
may well be issued separately in non-parliamentary form. An important recent
example of this inconvenience is the Report from the Committee on the Work-
ing of the Monetary System, popularly known by the name of its chairman
as the Radcliffe Report. The Report was published as a Command Paper,
H.C. 1958-59, Cmnd. 827; but the Minutes of Evidence and three volumes of
the Principal Memoranda of Written Evidence did not appear until 1960 and
were issued as non-parliamentary publications. There is unfortunately no
simple way of ensuring that related publications of this kind are not
overlooked.
The second world war brought another crisis, with a severe shortage
of paper and a renewed demand for stringent economy. However, although many
publications were temporarily discontinued, most of them resumed in the
years immediately following the war. The majority covered the omitted years
with a single retrospective report for their activities during the entire
period.
The arrangement of the documents in the Sessional Papers is today firmly
based upon the system devised under the direction of Charles Abbot in 1802,
the only modifications being those which reflect the increased functions of
modern government. The order may be described briefly:
1. Public Bills. These are arranged alphabetically by their titles. By
this means the various stages of a bill, which bear different numbers
depending on the date of introduction, are brought together.
2. Reports from Committees, arranged alphabetically by subject or by the
name of the Committee. Reports from the Estimates Committee usually
constitute a high proportion of this material.
3. Reports from Commissioners, Inspectors and others. Again the arrange-
ment is alphabetical by subject. Many Command Papers are to be found
here, especially under the headings for Colonies and the Commonwealth.
4. Accounts and Papers. This section contains all papers that do not fall
under the other headings. The order appears at first sight arbitrary
but it is in fact invariable. Finance heads the list, followed by
papers related to security and the defence Departments and then the
Civil Estimates. At the end of the list come the huge mass of Trade
and Navigation Accounts and finally the State Papers, which consist mainly
of treaties and international agreements. The Accounts and Papers and the
preceding group of Reports from Commissioners form the greatest part of the
Sessional Papers, including as they do all the Command Papers.
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5. Sessional Index. A single volume for each session lists Bills, Papers
and Command Papers separately in numerical order, and also gives a detailed
alphabetical index for all papers of the session.
For effective use of the Sessional Papers, familiarity with the major
indexes and catalogs,both official and unofficial, is a prerequisite. As
already noted, the organization and cataloging of Parliamentary publications
dates from the early nineteenth century. It would be impossible in this
paper to give a full history of the indexing activities of the House or to
list all those indexes that served a useful purpose at some period. The
indexes here described, therefore, are those that are still of importance
today. A convenient list of all the indexes is given in a Stationery Office
pamphlet,5 5 while a more detailed survey of the more important items appeared
in 1933 in the Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research.56
The two earliest guides to the Parliamentary Papers have already been
described: the Index (vol.16) to the collection of Reports from Committees
published in 1803-06; and the Catalogue of Papers ... 1731 to 1800, issued
in 1807. Both are of value because, apart from their different approach to
the indexing of the documents, they do not cover quite the same ground. Of
the two, the earlier work, prepared by Luke Hansard and his son Luke Graves
Hansard, is of greater interest to us now, since it formed the basis of
the later catalog commonly known as Hansard's Breviate:
Catalogue of Parliamentary Reports, and a Breviate of their Con-
tents: Arranged under Heads according to the Subjects. 1696-1834.
Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be Printed, 15 August 1834.
This Catalogue was issued as a Parliamentary Paper, H.C. 1834 (626)1.
Entries are arranged under twenty-six broad subject headings, and for ease
in reference are numbered serially under each heading. Each entry is followed
by a detailed analysis of the subject covered in the Paper. The alphabetical
index contains, in addition to specific entries, a convenient serial listing
of the items appearing under each main heading. The Catalogue was reprinted
by Basil Blackwell in 1953, with an introduction by Professor Percy and Mrs.
G. Ford, who added also a three-page list of important House of Lords Papers
that were not communicated to the House of Commons and therefore did not
appear in the Catalogue.
Several general indexes were prepared during the first half of the
nineteenth century, and these culminated in three separate volumes covering
the whole period:
General Index to the Bills, Printed by Order of the House of Commons:
1801-1852. Ordered, by the House of Commons, to be Printed, 16
August, 1853. H. C. 1854 (0.8) lxx.
General Index to the Reports of Select Committees, Printed by Order
of the House of Commons: 1801-1852 ... H.C. 1854 (0.9) lxx.
General Index to the Accounts and Papers, Reports of Commissioners,
Estimates, &c., &c. Printed by Order of the House of Commons, or
Presented by Command: 1801-1852 ... H.C. 1854 (0.9) lxx.
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The arrangement of the three volumes is virtually identical. Each commences
with an "Alphabetical and classified list of principal headings," in which
the classification referred to consists only of subdivisions under the more
important headings. The main body of the index then follows. The complete
title of each Bill or Paper is given, with an exact reference to its loca-
tion in the Sessional Papers. Copious cross-references are provided. The
General Index to the Accounts and Papers was reprinted by Lund, Humphries
& Co. in 1938.
It should be noted that the indexing method of the General Indexes
is very different from that of the individual Sessional Indexes. In the
Sessional Index the emphasis is on the short title of the paper indexed,
whereas the General Index groups similar materials under broad headings.
Consequently, when the date of a paper is known, the easiest way to find it
is often by consulting the Sessional Index rather than the General Index.
Papers for the second half of the century are indexed in a single
volume:
General Alphabetical Index to the Bills, Reports, Estimates, Accounts,
and Papers, Printed by Order of the House of Commons, and to the
Papers Presented by Command, 1852-1899. Ordered, by the House of
Commons, to be Printed, 27 September 1909. London, Printed for His
Majesty Stationery Office, by Eyre and Spottiswoode, Ltd. Printers
to the King's Most Excellent Majesty.
Its style is generally similar to that of the earlier General Indexes, though
the entries are more condensed and no alphabetical list of headings is
given. After it had gone to press, it was discovered that the compiler had
not included the Paper numbers in the entries, and the volume when issued
was therefore excluded from the Parliamentary series, even though its print-
ing had been by order of the House. On account of this omission, it has
frequently been decried as being of little value. However, the entries do
include the Sessional volume and page number, so that reference to the Papers
is not difficult. The brevity of the entries is sometimes an inconvenience,
so that students may sometimes need to consult earlier General Indexes which,
though less comprehensive, have fuller entries. The sessions from 1852-53
to 1868-69 are covered by a single Index, after which the regular series
of decennial General Indexes begins, continuing to the present day except
for an irregularity in their issuance caused by the Second World War.
A major cumulation for the first half of the present century was issued
in 1960:
General Index to the Bills, Reports and Papers Printed by Order of the
House of Commons and to the Reports and Papers Presented by Command
1900 to 1948-49 . London, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1960.
This is arranged on the same plan as its earlier companions. The introduc-
tion is well worth studying for its discussion of the indexing method and
of the decision to adhere to this rather than to adopt a more modern system.
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For current use, since the Sessional Index is slow in appearing, it is
usually necessary to refer to the daily lists or monthly catalogs of government
publications issued by Her Majesty's Stationery Office. These include non-
Parliamentary publications also, but Parliamentary Papers are listed first
in numerical order, and the monthly issues are well indexed, while an index
is also issued for the complete year. These catalogs evolved from two separate
lists and began publication in their present form in 1922 as the Consolidated
List of Government Publications. There have been several refinements and
changes of title since that date. In 1936 the indexing and cross-reference
system were much improved, and the pagination of the annual volumes was
placed on a continuous five-year basis, so that cumulated five-year indexes
could be issued. The war interrupted this scheme, but it has been adhered
to since then. Since 1949, those Parliamentary Papers emanating from a
Department receive an additional listing under the name of the Department in
the non-Parliamentary section. It should be borne in mind that the annual
catalog, now simply entitled Catalogue of Government Publications, is based
upon the calendar year rather than the session of Parliament, so that Papers
of more than one session usually appear in each volume.
Several privately issued catalogs and indexes are important in using
Parliamentary Papers, and must therefore be mentioned here. The earliest
was produced by the publisher and bookseller P. S. King.
Jones, Hilda Vernon. Catalogue of Parliamentary Papers 1801-1900. With a
Few of Ealier Date. London, P. S. King & Son [1904]
This was a consolidation of several earlier catalogs issued by the firm. It
is not exhaustive, but includes most of the important Papers. Bills are not
included. The listings are by subject and cross-references are few, so that
one may sometimes have difficulty in tracing desired items. Two decennial
supplements were issued, bringing the record to 1920.
Students of Parliamentary affairs have been much aided in recent years
by the work of Professor Percy Ford and his wife. Continuing from the
terminal date of Hansard's Breviate is:
Ford, Percy, and Ford, Grace. Select List of British Parliamentary Papers,
1833-1899. Oxford, Blackwell, 1953.
Though it lacks annotations, this is a very convenient finding list for
Papers of the period, and gives particular emphasis to economic, social
and legal subjects. It does not include Bills, nor does it attempt to cover
Papers dealing exclusively with military or naval matters, ecclesiastical
affairs, or to list regularly issued statistical returns. It omits Papers
on foreign policy and colonial affairs, since these are well covered by
other works. Some House of Lords Papers, not to be found in the Commons
series, are included as an aid to finding them. Entries are given under
broad subject headings, with appropriate subdivisions, Papers being listed
in chronological order within each subdivision.
The Fords have given more expansive treatment to the Papers of the
twentieth century in three volumes:
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Ford, Percy, and Ford, Grace. A Breviate of Parliamentary Papers, 1900-
1916. Oxford, Blackwell, 1957.
Ford, Percy, and Ford, Grace. A Breviate of Parliamentary Papers, 1917-
1939. Oxford, Blackwell, 1951.
Ford, Percy, and Ford, Grace. A Breviate of Parliamentary Papers, 1940-
1954; War and Reconstruction. Oxford, Blackwell, 1961.
The major subjects omitted by Ford's Select List are covered by two
works:
Adams, Margaret Isabella, and others. Guide to the Principal Parliamentary
Papers Relating to the Dominions, 1812-1911. Prepared by Margaret I.
Adam ... John Ewing ... and James Munro. Edinburgh, Oliver and Boyd,
1913.
Temperley, Harold William Vazeille, and Penson, Lillian M. A Century of
Diplomatic Blue Books, 1814-1914. Cambridge, The University Press,
1938.
The latter has recently been supplemented by:
Vogel, Robert. A Breviate of British Diplomatic Blue Books, 1919-1939.
Montreal, McGill University Press, 1963.
Royal Commission Reports of the last century may very conveniently be
identified in:
Cole, Arthur Harrison. A Finding-List of British Royal Commission Reports:
1860 to 1935, with a Preface by Arthur Harrison Cole. Cambrdige, Mass.,
Harvard University Press, 1935.
Entries in this list are arranged chronologically under broad subject headings.
It is continued by one of the Stationery Office series of Sectional Lists:
Government Publications. Royal Commissions, 1936-1961. Sectional
List no. 59. Revised to 30th April, 1964. London, H.M.S.O., 1964.
The listing is alphabetical by the name of the Commission. The revision to
1964 affects only information concerning prices and availability of Reports.
These two lists are particularly useful because they bring together the
Reports, which are Parliamentary, and the Minutes of Evidence presented
before the Commissions. The latter are frequently issued in non-Parliamentary
form, and so tend to be overlooked, despite their great importance.
Indexes to House of Lords Papers may be dealt with very briefly. The
major cumulated index is:
A General Index to the Sessional Papers Printed by Order of the House
of Lords, or Presented by Special Command: from the Union with Ireland
to the Termination of the Seventeenth Parliament of the United Kingdom.
31
41 Geo. 3 to 22 Vict. (1801-1859). Comp. by Order of the Select Com-
mittee on the Library of the House of Lords. London, Printed by G.
E. Eyre and W. Spottiswoode, 1860.
Similar general indexes exist for the years 1859-1870 and 1871-1885. After
this date, only annual indexes are available up to the year 1920. No in-
dexes have been published since then, and the only guideis an annual list
of titles. This reflects the decline not only in the quantity but also
in the importance of the House of Lords Papers. There are now scarcely
any papers of consequence that do not appear in the House of Commons series.
Conclusion
There exist many more catalogs, indexes and guides, dealing with special
subjects and including pertinent Parliamentary Papers. However, they may
more appropriately be described when dealing with their subject than in a
general survey of Parliamentary Papers.
This paper constitutes, in somewhat condensed form, three chapters of
a projected manual of British Government documents which it is hoped may,
when completed, fill the need for a companion to Boyd and Rips' United States
Government Publications. Comments and corrections to this paper will be




In referring to Parliamentary publications, abbreviation is normal, to
prevent excessively lengthy entries. However, the style of reference varies
considerably. This paper uses the following forms of entry, all widely ac-
cepted as standard:
Journals: C.J. (or L.J.), followed by volume and page, e.g. C.J. 9:643.
Debates: The official mode of reference is used, in which the volume number
precedes the title, and the series number follows it. Reference is made to
columns, not to pages. It is necessary to distinguish the House in which the
debate took place only since separate publication began with the fifth series:
188 Parl. Deb. 4s., cols. 1356-1406.
393 H. C. Deb. 5s., col. 403.
Sessional Papers: Following their title, these are normally identified as
follows: House, sessional year, Paper number in parentheses or Command Paper
number without parentheses, volume in Roman numerals.
H.C. 1878-79 (203) xii.
H.C. 1962-63 Cmnd. 2152, xxiv.
The page number in the sessional volumes is frequently given in citations, but
it is not used in this paper. Not only is it of little use in finding a Paper,
but it causes confusion when reference has also to be made to a specific page in
the Paper itself.
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VITAE
Rose B. Phelps retired in 1958 after nearly thirty years of teaching
reference, bibliography, and government publications, chiefly at the University
of Illinois Library School. She now lives in Tucson, Arizona.
She was born in Manton, Michigan, in 1893. After high school and three
years in the circulation department at the University of Michigan, she worked
for two years in the Bureau of War Risk Insurance in Washington during the
first world war. She took her A.B. at the University of Michigan in 1922, and,
after holding various reference positions, her B.S. at the Columbia School of
Library Service in 1928 and her M.S. in 1930. She received her Ph.D. from
Chicago in 1943 while teaching at the University of Illinois, where she became
a full professor in 1953.
Miss Phelps was a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Delta Kappa Gamma, Beta Phi Mu,
and various professional organizations. Her special interests lay in the fields
in which she taught and in the subject organization of reference service in
public libraries. She was an occasional contributor to library periodicals.
From 1950 to 1958 she worked intermittently on a manual for the study of British
government publications, but since retirement her health has forced her to cur-
tail her activities.
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Service, as Librarian of Poplar Technical College and then of St. Martin's
School of Art. In 1956 he joined the staff of the Akron, Ohio, Public Library
as an assistant librarian in the Adult Service Division. From 1958 to 1964 he
was an assistant reference librarian at the University of Illinois. In 1965 he
became chief reference librarian at the Pennsylvania State University Libraries,
and was appointed to his present position in July, 1966.
Mr. Rodgers is a member of the Library Association, the American Library
Association, the Pennsylvania Library Association and the American Association
of University Professors.
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